News Journal Grade Sheet

Contains at least 40 articles related to course ........................................... ____ / 60 points
1.5 points deducted for each article less than 40 or far off topic.
Additional points deducted if articles are not distributed throughout semester.

All articles are well read and annotated ................................................. ____ / 30 points
No points if articles are not marked.
Half points if articles have underlined or highlighted only.
Full points if main points are underlined or highlighted and insightful annotations are
recorded in margins.

Table of Contents ................................................................. ____ / 20 points
Full points if table of contents contains all necessary information: numbers, dates, and
titles of articles.

Assessment ................................................................. ____ / 40 points
Graded on prose, grammar, thought invested, insights articulated, and ability to work
well within the required length guidelines (450-600 words).

Total Grade ______ / 150 points
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